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Gordon Lockhead:

Four Poems

Bil l Bailey:

the window
Three Poems

Barry McKinnon:
Bob Rose:

Poem

Five Drawings (includes the cover)

Gordon Payne:

John Pass:

Spic~r

Two Poems

Pierre Coupey:
Fred Wah:

A Newly Discovered Jack

notes; the deer

Smart Pig

LETTERS: (Don't Touch Me Awards 1976)
Don Bolton: Strike this address off your mailing list! Your
junk and porn. is going straight into the rubish (sic.) heap
anyway so save yourself the time and money.
Artie Gold: I note with a certain sadness the cropping up of an
intolerable amount of political pedant ism into NMFG reverse trend
save life of mag before too many bored and tired of being lectured
readers decide to read Bed as an alternaTIVE TO POLITEX. Purge
& repurge~ keep poetry forever straight i.e. political poems
are too queer to propagate a healthy future for ANYone.
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FOUR POEMS

FRED WAH

FIRST PERSONAL POEM
You and I
(exclude everyone else
this ~ is a physical meta logical problem
out there
grow, the flowers
I could put In a vase
and leave for you
when
I am
love
also

I

I

I ·am not with you

always with you
is a part of it
the mind

a picture
<;f you
not I

hor the flowers
'

I

let•s ' change tHe picture
~isualtze it
.
.
all, 19cludtrig the problem
arid co lour tdtL

Telling myself this:
the mind
_.
continues, George writes
weather
age
(some local cloud
colour
pink sunrise horizon

***
What else was there out there is the dark
but night which was there and is "answer"
trick presence to a daylight you'd think
not simply everything all over forever right.

***

FRED \./AH

I like the purity of all things seen
through the accumulation of thrust
forward especially the vehicule
container maybe/or "thing" body
because time seems to be only it appears
to look Into the green mountain valleys
or through them to the flowing water
where was never the problem animal ls
I still have a name purely for my own attention.

